
Summer Singers

June 27, 2019 @ 4pm
Campus Lutheran Church

Columbia, MO

Joshua Chism, conductor
R. Paul Crabb, director

Presents the

Personnel
Soprano

Olivia Jackson
Bailey Wilkerson

Alto
Tara Boydston
Natalie Chism
Kate Mosier

Tenor
Phillip Arnold
Joshua Chism
Ethan Forte

Baritone/Bass
Gregory Johnson
Freddie Lomas
Jeremy Wagner

Requests for accommodations related to disability need to be made to building coordinator, 
Susan Worstell, 135 Fine Arts Building, 573–884–2604, at least seven days in advance of the event. 

Events are subject to change. For up-to-date information, please visit our website: www.music.missouri.edu.

Please consider visiting our partner organizations:

University Concert Series www.concertseries.org * Odyssey Chamber Music Series www.odysseymissouri.org

Columbia Civic Orchestra cco.missouri.org * We Always Swing Jazz Series www.wealwaysswing.org

CAAM www.ChoralArtsAllianceofMissuri.com * KMUC Classical 90.5 FM www.kmuc.org

*A special thank you to Dr. Christopher Okonkwo for his 
assistance with the Igbo language and diction.  



Wana Baraka—Kenya
This work is an arrangement of a popular Kenyan
religious song. The text is Swahili. While the origin
of this song is unknown, the arranger (Kirchner)
states that he hasn’t met a Kenyan who didn’t know
it. Sources suggest that it is a traditional children’s
song—similar in scope to “Jesus Loves Me.” This
arrangement is a continual crescendo, beginning with
only three voices singing pianissimo—“as if from a
distance.” During the work, more voices enter at an
ever-increasing dynamic level. Additionally, the vocal
ostinatos gain rhythmic intensity throughout the
work. The piece culminates in a full-voiced
exclamation of praise. –Chism

Salseo—Venezuela Oscar Galián is a Venezuelan
composer and performer who studied music theory and multiple
instruments. In this work, Galián uses the vocal lines to imitate a
collection of instruments—producing a guaguanco rumba.
During the first section, the basses imitate the low conga (the
Salidar), while the baritones and tenors tackle the higher congas
(the Tres Dos). The altos bring in the distinct Clave rhythm, and
the sopranos imitate the Cata. The second section has the choir
imitating the “blowing” instruments of a salsa band in a cool
jazzy style. “Salseo” is a Spanish word that can be translated in
multiple ways. “A word used to motivate people to dance and
have fun.” This particular definition certainly suits our
interpretation of the music. –Lomas
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Nno………………….Igbo Carol/Ekwueme

Kde Sú Krávy Moje……...Arr. Schimmerling

Kāng Dìng Qíng Gē……….Folk/Templeton

*Magnificent Horses..Arr. Yang Hong Nien
Emily Franke, flute

Jeremy Wagner, conductor

Salve Regina………Cesar Alejandro Carrillo
Freddie Lomas, conductor

*Oy Es Día De Placer……..Pascual/Noblett

*Salseo…………………………Oscar Galián

*Wana Baraka……....Arr. Shawn L. Kirchner

*Juan José R. Calvo and
Brianna Trainer, percussion

Kāng Dìng Qíng Gē—Sichuan, China
This piece is a Han folk song from the Sichuan
Providence. The song is believed to be created by
herders and farmers from the Yala channel in the north
of Kang Ding City. During the 1940’s, it became
popular to sing for the Pan Hua Ye (night before the
marriage). During this time, the singers would change
the last names of Li and Zhang to their last names. In
1989, during the Voyager II space launch, NASA
selected this piece as one of the ten most recognized
folk songs from around the world. This arrangement
uses swift, accented, and syncopated rhythms while also
employing abundant parallel fourths and fifths.
–Templeton

Magnificent Horses—Mongolia
Founded in 1206, Mongolia is one of the most sparsely
populated countries in the world. Horses are, and have
been, a traditional symbol of national identity, and
Mongolian nomads are considered to be some of the
best horsemen in the world. During the time of Genghis
Khan, Mongol horse archers were capable of feats such
as sliding down the side of their horse to shield their
body from enemy arrows while simultaneously holding
their bow under the horse’s chin and returning fire, all at
full gallop. Composer Jing Ling Tam describes this
setting as a “fantasy on a Mongolian folk tune.” The
rhythms mirror the gallop of a running horse. –Lomas

Oy Es Día De Placer—Mayan/Guatemala
Pascual, a Mayan composer from Huehuetenango, Guatemala,
was trained by a Spanish chapelmaster and later became one
himself. This work was transcribed from original manuscripts
rediscovered in the cathedral archives. The works were still
wrapped in their original deer skin bindings. For this piece, the
rhythmic accompaniment and drumming patterns have been
adapted from syllabic drumming patterns found in the codex
Cantares Mexicanos, compiled in the sixteenth century by Aztec
musicians and historians. –Walton Music

Kde Sú Krávy Moje—Czech Republic
Born in Moravia (Czech Republic), Schimmerling
was a pianist, composer, teacher, musicologist, and
writer. He grew up speaking both Slovak and
German, later learning Italian and English. Studying
music from a young age, he received degrees in both
law and music and later graduated from the Academy
of Music in Prague. In 1938, he fled Vienna to avoid
the invasion of the Nazis. He wrote eighty-five
publications on the subject of music. His book Folk
Dance Music of the Slavic Nations earned him two
honorary degrees. This Slovak folk song tells the
story of a girl cowherder who awakens from a nap to
find that during her slumber, her cows have
wandered away over the meadows. She cries out,
calling them by their individual names. –Chism

Nno—Nigeria (Igbo) Igbo music is generally known to be lively,
upbeat, and spontaneous—incorporated into almost all facets of daily life.
This carol has two traditional meanings: to welcome the baby Jesus upon
his birth, and more generally, to welcome any Igbo baby. It is believed that
a baby has made a momentous journey from the spirit world to our world.
This song is often used to welcome the baby after such an important
journey. Ekwueme was born in Oko, Anambra. He attended Government
College, Umuahia and the Royal College of Music in London, majoring in
composition. He returned in 1964 and took a faculty position at
the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He was a pioneer in the music
department—the first Nigerian school offering music degrees. –Lomas

Salve Regina—Venezuela
Salve Regina, meaning “Hail Queen,” is a Marian
hymn and one of four Marian antiphons. This
SATB arrangement is more harmonically
sonorous due to the divisi writing in all sections
and the greater variety of combinations possible
with a mixed chorus. This results in a beautiful,
full sound. In addition, the composer reflects
the reverent mood and character of the text,
which contributes great intensity and
thoughtfulness to the work. Even though the
composition is entirely original, there are two
moments in the piece that pay tribute to two
great choral music composers: Bruckner and
Poulenc. –Carillo/Lomas
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